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Foreword
“I volunteered to become
the Senior Leadership Team
sponsor for EDF Energy’s
LGBT (Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual and Transgender)
Supporters Network a
number of years ago.
For me, being inclusive,
enabling people to be
themselves at work and
that being actively welcomed, is the sort of business I want
to work in.
I welcome difference and believe it’s important for
businesses to have a good cross section of employees.
The strongest teams I’ve worked in throughout my career
haven’t been people that are all the same. The strongest
teams have a mix of experience and belief, personality and
skills, and they tend to be more creative. So, difference is
a power for our business - it’s a power for good for our
business and that’s why it’s important to me.
EDF Energy’s LGBT Supporters Network is deliberately a
‘Supporters’ Network – it connects and supports all of
our people on LGBT issues, whether they identify as LGBT

Delegates get to grips with LGBT+ issues
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themselves or not. It helps create the right environment
where people can be themselves and perform their best; it
helps support people on LGBT matters that affect them at
work or home, and it provides opportunities to get involved
for anyone who wants to help make our company and the
communities we’re part of better for everyone.
That’s important for the success of EDF Energy’s business
and its employees but it’s also important for customers,
communities and beyond.
I’m delighted that InterEngineering and EDF Energy have
teamed up with Stonewall on this event. The knowledge
shared on the visit to Hinkley Point B power station and
the afternoon workshop at Cannington Court, our flagship
training centre, have produced some fantastic insight from
a range of engineering companies on LGBT+ inclusion.
Collaboration like this to share best practice, learn from others
and build networks is both supportive and inspirational.
I very much hope this report helps others on the journey to
LGBT+ inclusion in the engineering sector and look forward
to further collaboration with InterEngineering in the future.”
Mark Gorry
Chief Nuclear Officer (Region 2) and Senior Leadership
Team Sponsor, LGBT Supporters Network, EDF Energy

InterEngineering’s John Bradbury introduces the workshop
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Introduction
EDF Energy, InterEngineering and Stonewall hosted an event
to celebrate LGBT+ Pride month in June 2016. Delegates
toured EDF Energy’s nuclear power station at Hinkley Point B
and attended an afternoon LGBT+ conference and workshop
at Cannington Court, EDF Energy’s flagship training, learning
and development centre in Somerset.
The aim of the day was to bring together representatives
from members of the engineering community to discuss and
collaborate on LGBT+ inclusion across the sector. Delegates
included representatives from Airbus, Amec Foster Wheeler,
Atkins, Babcock, Balfour Beatty, Dyson, EDF Energy, Fraser
Nash, Hitachi, InterEngineering, Laing O’Rourke, Network
Rail, Parsons Brinkerhoff, Rolls Royce, Stonewall and Tata
Steel, and included representation from across the LGBT+
and Ally / Supporter communities.
This report shares key findings from the six group discussions
that took place as part of the event to explore key LGBT+
themes in the engineering sector, specifically:

EDF Energy LGBT+ materials provided inspiration at the
workshop

1. Reaching out to the next generation of LGBT+ engineers
2. Establishing an LGBT+ network for the first time
3. Engaging everyone in your organisation with LGBT+
issues (including more women, all parts of the LGBT+
community, allies and new recruits/hires)
4. Maintaining momentum in LGBT+ network groups
5. Collaborating across the engineering sector (to bring
positive change and build a more inclusive sector /
workplaces)
6. Achieving first class employee support for LGBT+ issues

Delegates discuss key LGBT+ themes at Cannington Court
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Workshop theme 1:

Reaching out to the next generation of LGBT+ engineers
The first topic discussed was ensuring the long
term diversity of the engineering sector by
reaching out to the next generation of LGBT+
engineers. By ensuring that your business appeals
to all demographics (including all parts of the
LGBT+ community), you open up broader pipelines
of potential talent, enhance the dynamics of your
teams (creativity, innovation and experience), and
provide a driving force for steady culture change
from within your organisation.
Recommendations from the workshop were that
companies could adopt the following actions to
engage the next generation of LGBT+ engineers:
• Engage with schools to promote Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics
(STEM) subjects and Diversity and Inclusion
(D&I): Use this to break down stereotypical
misconceptions about studies, careers, sexual
orientation and gender identity. Seek to
demonstrate that everyone, regardless of their
‘demographic’ or background, is valued, and set
the right tone about challenging inappropriate
behaviour or language and enabling people to
be themselves and perform their best.

• Have visible role models at all levels: Having
visible, successful and diverse role models
in industry demonstrates that being LGBT+,
for example, is not a disadvantage to career
progression or potential career pathways.
• Collaborate to demonstrate support for
LGBT+ inclusion across the sector: Work
with others in the sector to show industry-wide
commitment to LGBT+ inclusion, and broader
D&I practice. Work with Institutes, LGBT+
networks, InterEngineering, Stonewall and
engineering societies to develop best practice,
consistent messages and stories.
• Create visibly positive and inclusive
workplaces: Create working environments that
truly embed inclusion in their culture. If you
don’t have the right workplace culture, you risk
losing talent and early careers hires.
• Promote inclusion when taking part in
external events: For example, increase visibility
of commitment to D&I at career or STEM fairs,
take part in Pride events or Student Pride to
reach out to diverse potential engineering talent.

• Increase visibility of your company’s
commitment to Diversity and Inclusion: Talk
openly about diversity and inclusion, employee
networks or support for specific LGBT+ initiatives
in recruitment material, during induction/
onboarding, workplace tours and internships
or placements. Encourage your LGBT+ or Ally
graduates, apprentices and young employees to
share their stories of what it’s like to work for
your company and enable them to bring about
positive change in the workplace.
Charge hall and fuelling machine at Hinkley Point B
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Workshop theme 2:

Establishing an LGBT+ network for the first time
Establishing an LGBT+ Network for the first time can
seem daunting. However, networks provide essential
support to employees, drive or reinforce culture
change, and bring wider benefits to individuals,
businesses and communities. Founding a network
need not be a huge undertaking. It can start as a
relatively simple social network and grow from there.
• Determine the aims and objectives of
the network: Ask potential members what
they would like to see from a network. Many
companies use informal surveys or build questions Working at Hinkley Point B
in to their formal annual employee surveys to
capacity and capability by jointly launching
see where support is needed. Stonewall provide
support/guidance through their workplace guides networks with other businesses or sector LGBT+
or benchmarking (Workplace Equality Index). Start organisations, or by teaming up with other
existing D&I networks internally.
with some analysis like this to identify your key
focus, gaps the network can help you close, and
• Remember that a new Network does not
who is keen to help. Analysis will also provide
always materialise instantly: Getting started
evidence to help senior managers understand and
involves small steps to get the ball rolling and
support this work.
planning realistic longer-term objectives. Starting
the network as a series of fun social gatherings
• Develop a convincing business case for your
to help recruit new members is often a good
network: Use your analysis and any supporting
move. Check the InterEngineering and Stonewall
information to build a case for your network,
websites for inspiration for events or take part in
secure funding (e.g. from senior sponsors or D&I
a local Pride event.
Team), and build network advocacy from your
organisation’s leaders. This will give you support
and drive for your network. Look at what other
business are doing too (and why / what the
impact is) and build this in to your case.
• Identify your passionate volunteers and
key influencers: Networks are founded on
passionate volunteers (as champions/activity
leads) and leaders (who can influence or remove
barriers to progress). These people are the start
of your Committee. Identify them through a
launch event (use business-wide comms from
a senior ally to advertise/endorse the event and
encourage sign up). You could strengthen your

• Size and geography challenges can be
overcome: For small organisations (or those
with smaller, distinct sites or sites operating
independently from each other), establishing a
network could be more challenging. Integrating
and collaborating with established cross-sector
networks (e.g. InterEngineering, InterEnergy) can
help. Having a clear comms strategy (information
on your intranet, advertising external events
and LGBT+ support organisations) is also easily
achieved, even if starting a network is difficult.
Any visibility will bring you a step closer to
establishing your own network, encourages
discussion and will help connect your
organisation to the wider-sector.
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Workshop theme 3:

Engaging everyone in your organisation with LGBT+ issues
LGBT+ networks add greater value when they
benefit from the broadest possible range of insight
and support. The ‘LGBT+ community’ itself is
a diverse collection of communities and, often,
minorities within minorities. Engaging, representing
and learning from all of those communities,
as well as allies or supporters at all levels of an
organisation, is key to success. In particular,
engineering LGBT+ networks struggle with underrepresentation of women given existing gender
imbalance in many engineering organisations and
the related imbalance of women who identify
as lesbian, gay, bisexual or trans within LGBT+
networks.

• Use diverse communications to reach all
audiences: Use all comms channels and embed
LGBT+ messages in ‘business as usual’ comms. For
example, daily safety messages (inclusion is key to
mental health and wellbeing; diverse teams have
better safety records), weekly briefs, toolbox talks,
D&I committees, curriculum review committees,
training committees, intranet and email comms,
and posters. Equally, listen to your members and
evolve the role of your network accordingly.

• Establish a diverse network committee:
Include allies, lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender members wherever possible. Keep
your network open to a diverse and inclusive
membership. Only by understanding all
communities within your organisation, can you
best support them in the workplace or engage
them in activities that make a difference.

• Hold events specific to particular
communities and collaborate across D&I
networks: Keep events varied and ensure
specific events for subsets of LGBT+ to reach
diverse audiences. For example, use Bi-Visibility
Day, International Women’s Day, Transgender
Day of Visibility to engage specific audiences and
educate allies. Many companies run joint events
across D&I Networks – such as EDF Energy’s
LGBT+ and Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic
(BAME) networks teaming up on Stonewall’s
‘NoBystanders’ / anti-bullying workshops.

• Ensure a variety of visible and proactive role
models: Include senior site champions who do
not identify as being LGBT+ themselves and who
demonstrate support through visible/tangible
ways (badges, mugs, lanyards, rainbow laces,
hosting events or webinars).

• Link in to the bigger sector picture: Link in
to initiatives to tackle issues like encouraging
more women in to engineering (through school
outreach, role models, national campaigns). This
will help to achieve a better balance of women
in LGBT+ networks and committees.

• Support employees on language: Allies
can be worried about standing up because
they feel they will inadvertently say something
inappropriate that will offend or make them look
uninformed. Support and educate employees
on topics such as LGBT+ terminology to help
remove barriers, and create ‘safe’ environments
for conversations and questions.

Inside Hinkley Point B power station – turbine hall condenser
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Workshop theme 4:

Maintaining momentum in LGBT+ network groups
continuously improves.
• Demonstrate value and promote support
services: Ensure you refer back to the business
case for your network and the related benefits.
This might include impact on employee happiness,
improving retention, generating positive news
stories, attracting talent from all demographics,
improving inclusion culture or safety performance.
This will help champions and managers remain
engaged. Share details of LGBT+ support services
widely across your organisation to support the
widest possible audience.
Inside Hinkley Point B power station – turbine hall

With an established network, calendar of events
and growing membership, what can you do to
really make a difference to LGBT+ wellbeing
and the wider culture of inclusion within your
company? Networks can become a real force
for good within your organisation and the
communities that it is part of.
• Have some formality around your network
organisation: Make sure you have a mission
statement or Terms of Reference and establish
long and short term goals. Have role profiles
for Committee roles so volunteers and their
managers know what’s expected of them
and the skills they might develop through
volunteering on a committee. Have a clear
communication plan for engaging the company
and members, a succession plan for roles,
regular progress meetings with committees and
sponsors, and a clear strategy for the network.
Stonewall produce useful guidance on this.
• Always ask for and act on feedback: Regular
feedback on expectations of the network and its
performance (e.g. through portals such as Survey
Monkey) is key to ensuring you deliver on issues
that matter to people and that your network

• Spread the word beyond those already
engaged: Use examples of success and
stories from role models to engage the whole
organisation, especially middle management
which can be the most challenging audience to
engage. Help employees understand why LGBT+
inclusion is key through reverse mentoring,
training, and communications. Encourage supply
chain and contract partner engagement and
collaboration and support recruitment activities
(e.g. student prides, career events).
• Collaborate with other D&I or industry
networks and keep events varied: Everyone
has multiple identities so collaborate with other
D&I networks to appeal to wider audiences,
scale up your impact, pool resources and
generate ideas. Do the same with industry
networks. Have a variety of regular events from
the formal (training, conferences, webinars) to
more social (networking, Prides, site lunches,
allies events). Share feedback on these through
LGBT+ and wider comms channels to increase
visibility across the organisation (e.g. via email,
Yammer, meetings, intranet, newsletters).
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Workshop theme 5:

Collaborating across the engineering sector
Collaboration across the engineering sector
(by companies, institutes, government, nongovernmental organisations and individual
champions) is key to bringing about wider and
more positive change within the profession and
beyond. For some, collaborating with potential
competitors may seem a challenge, but the
business and individual benefits of a bigger sectorwide talent pool and a truly inclusive Supply Chain
where people can achieve their potential are
significant. Equally, it is important that everyone
feels appreciated, accepted and included within
the engineering sector. There are historical
challenge and a moral obligation to contend with
here. If we can make achieving our ambitions
easier through collaboration and encouraging
healthy competition, we can reach common goals
more effectively and efficiently.
• Collaborate with Institutes and legislative
bodies: This is key to ensuring better workplace
protection, practice and compliance on all
aspects of diversity and inclusion. Particularly
key is embedding LGBT+ inclusion and wider
D&I compliance or practice in to chartership
requirements via engineering Institutes.

to the next challenge as part of a busy day job.
Organisations and individuals should not be
afraid to talk openly about great practice (or
lessons learnt) – it can inspire others to follow or
generate new ideas and collaboration.
• Share venues and resources for events:
A problem shared is a problem halved!
Collaborating on events can reduce associated
costs and organisational effort required, so
consider joint stands at conferences, or teaming
up to enter Pride parades for example.
• Show a united sector: Visibly uniting the
industry in Pride marches and other public events
is key to changing practice within the industry
and perception of the industry. It can ensure
messages reach wider audiences and generate
positive stories.
• Include smaller companies in your activities:
Share D&I resources with smaller companies who
may not have the resources to support a full
LGBT+ network or D&I programme. Encourage
smaller companies to take part in network
groups such as InterEngineering or InterEnergy.

• Learn best practice from other
organisations: Be open to the great work by
other companies and best practice guidance
from organisations like Stonewall. Actively
engage at a business / personal level, through
Stonewall’s Workplace Conferences, or through
networks like InterEngineering and InterEnergy.
• Don’t be afraid of sharing what you are
up to: It can be all too easy to think you don’t
have all the answers so you should keep your
head down and plough on. Or it can be too
easy to do something well and quickly move
Working at Hinkley Point B
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Workshop theme 6:

Achieving first class employee support for LGBT+ issues
Supporting LGBT+ network members, and
all employees affected by LGBT+ issues, is an
important function of any network group. This is
something that can be developed after a network
is more fully established. However, publicising
wider support already offered by your company or
signposting external support organisations on any
LGBT+ network intranet page, for example, is an
easy and effective action in the meantime.
• Establish your baseline: Determine what
people’s experience or thoughts on support
needs are. Define and measure any gaps
through surveys (anonymously if necessary) or
use established benchmarking mechanisms like
Stonewall’s Workplace Equality Index to gain
insight in to your organisation’s LGBT+ needs.
• Keep training and education going strong
– and learn from others: Proactively plan
training or education (such as unconscious bias
training) and embed D&I in to existing training,
induction or other opportunities. For example,
EDF Energy has an online training, learning and
development portal where company-wide training
opportunities are located and where LGBT-specific
training is also shared. Use lectures / webinars
with guest speakers (experts in their field or
inspirational role models) to educate, engage and
inspire your organisation, making sure you link in
to HR, D&I specialists, Stonewall, InterEngineering
and specialist LGBT+ organisations.
• Directly support employees on LGBT+
matters: Publicise support mechanisms such as
Employee Assistance Programmes or an LGBT+
network email address. If your LGBT+ committee
are responding to employee emails / support
requests, make sure you have a process to
handle these to ensure accuracy, sensitivity and
confidentiality. Use the ‘BCC’ option on email

Nuclear safety is EDF Energy’s overriding priority at Hinkley
and across its nuclear fleet

communications to protect those who have not
come out at work.
• Keep the conversation going: Create a best
practice forum to share improvements that
companies can make to support employees
(share anonymised experience and model
practice within the sector). This could involve
feedback forms (online or paper), an email
inbox, online surveys or focus groups, for
example.
• Go in to more depth on key issues: Support
a broader range of issues through your events
or communications. This could include parenting
and adoption advice, support on relationships,
career development or other family matters (for
example – advice to employees with children
coming out or with gender identity questions).
• Continue to benchmark your support and
performance: Best practice continues to evolve,
as do the needs of the LGBT+ community.
Make sure you continually benchmark the
support you provide to understand how it
compares to others and if it is still addressing
the right matters. Advertise support mechanisms
and make them accessible to all employees
and contract partners. These might include
occupational health support, employee helplines,
or Stonewall’s free helpline (0800 050 2020).
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Interested in this report
or want to know more?
EDF Energy
Web: www.edfenergy.com
Email: lgbtgroup@edfenergy.com
Twitter: @edfecareers and @edfenergy
And find us on LinkedIn, Facebook, Instagram
and YouTube

Hinkley Point power station, Somerset

InterEngineering
Web: www.interengineeringlgbt.com
Email: InterEngineeringLGBT@gmail.com
Twitter: @interenglgbt
And find us on LinkedIn, Facebook and YouTube
Powering up the LGBT+ in Engineering a collaborative report on LGBT+ inclusion in the
engineering sector, InterEngineering, EDF Energy and Stonewall
July 2016

